
NUMBERS TO WRITE ARABIC IN ENGLISH

The Arabic chat alphabet is a cool alternative to written Arabic that evolved in of 7 numbers, which represent those
Arabic characters not found in English.

To follow my progress in Egyptian Arabic and get more updates like this, just sign up below! If you fill this
in, you will be marked as a spammer. Since many letters are distinguished from others solely by a dot above or
below the main portion of the character, the transliterations of these letters frequently use the same letter or
number with an apostrophe added before or after e. Do you know someone that would benefit from this
article? Most of these technologies originally permitted the use of the Latin script only, and some still lack
support for displaying Arabic script. In the photo above, the special numbers are in the first column, with the
Arabic letter they replace given in the second column. We will protect your data in accordance with our
privacy policy. Kind of cool, don't you think? I'm already writing out all my flashcards using it! It can be seen
even in domain names , like Qal3ah. There may be some overlap in the way various letters are transliterated.
For myself, I originally thought that I will probably avoid writing like this for now. People started to look for
ways to communicate in Arabic using the Latin script, and the Arabic chat alphabet was born. Here's the big
question! Even now, with the spread of smartphones, where writing the traditional Arabic script is easy, many
young people still prefer to write in this new way, because it allows you to keep the phone in English, and you
can keep the writing setting from left-to-right standard Arabic is written right-to-left. Now check your email to
confirm your subscription. Thus, the Arabic chat alphabet has become commonplace. Have you heard about a
special form of writing Arabic, called the Arabic Chat Alphabet? I said before that I think it's really important
to learn the traditional Arabic alphabet, and I still think that. You can see the similarity in the shape of the
letter! Online communication systems, such as IRC, bulletin board systems, and blogs , are often run on
systems or over protocols that do not support code pages or alternate character sets. There was an error
submitting your subscription. It's an interesting product of the online generation. Comparison table[ edit ]
Because of the informal nature of this system, there is no single "correct" or "official" usage. I asked an
Egyptian colleague in my office about it, and she wrote out the following diagram. Regional variations in the
pronunciation of an Arabic letter can also produce some variation in its transliteration e. First Name Email
Address We use this field to detect spam bots. As a result, Arabic-speaking users frequently transliterate
Arabic text into Latin script when using these technologies to communicate. Many users of mobile phones and
computers use Arabish even though their system is capable of displaying Arabic script. It's used mostly by
young people across the Arabic world, and I used it myself to learn to speak Egyptian Arabic. But since this
month is dedicated to speaking as much as possible , I think I'll put it off until I arrive in Cairo in September.


